Product information file at WWW.SWORDS24.EU
Sword Cold Steel German Long Swor
Category: » Swords » Swords, sabres, rapiers » Functional(sharp) swords

Product ID: 88HTB
Manufacturer: Cold Steel
Price: 589,00 EUR
Availability: Out of stock
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Cold Steel is a world known maker of knives, swords
and other edged weapons and tools, all products are
made of best available materials. Company was
founded in 1980 by company president, Lynn C.
Thompson. The company's products include fixed
blade knives, folding knives, swords, machetes,
tomahawks, kukris, blowguns, walking sticks, and
other martial arts–related items.
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See it in our store.
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Product parameters:
• Weight: 386 g
• Blade thickness: 7 mm
• Blade length: 90,2 cm
• Handle length: 26,7 cm
• Steel: 1060
• Total length: 116,8 cm
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Cold Steel’s German Longsword is a high-end, high performance sword for serious users and collectors. A modern
interpretation taking its inspiration from historical examples, it has an expertly heat treated and spring tempered 1060
steel blade that is exquisitely balanced, beautifully polished and hand-honed to a keen edge. A large S-guard and
protective side ring offer significant hand protection while being capable of performing the binding, trapping, and
winding techniques that made the German Sword Masters art so effective! A wrapped leather grip terminates in a heavy
steel pommel that not only counter balances the long blade but serves as a potent weapon in its own right. The twisting
spiral design on the pommel is more than just a good looking decorative feature; it also provides a comfortable and secure
grip even in gloved or gauntleted hands. Finally, the German Longsword is encased in a thick ridged, hand-stitched
leather scabbard with an antiqued steel chape and brass buckled leather straps for wearing your sword on a belt or
baldric
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